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Abstract: The Internet of Things relies on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to gather data and transmit it to centralized databases. Most 

of the power used by these sensors goes toward detecting or collecting and delivering the data because they run on batteries and have 

limited resources. Wormhole attacks are the most devastating threat that may befall these networks, making data security a top priority 

throughout data exchange. The communication, security, and performance of the network are severely compromised by these assaults 

since they are launched without first gathering essential information. Due to limited resources in sensors, it is more difficult to prevent in 

an IoT-based network environment. If an unwanted node is present in the system, it will slow everything down. In order to keep 

malicious software and hacking attempts out of WSNs, secure routing protocols must be implemented. Since security is paramount in 

WSN, several different safe routing protocols have been created to enhance the efficiency with which packets may be sent. Using the 

multipath link routing protocol along with improved blow fish model (MLRP-IBFM), our proposed strategy creates a safe path for 

private IoT data to travel between sensor nodes with varying levels of available power. Data transfer rates, power consumption, latency 

from beginning to finish, system lifespan, and information storage space are only few of the performance metrics where this routing 

protocol excels when compared to two other current routing protocols. 
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1.Introduction  

Years ago, the term "internet of things" (IoT) was used [1] to 

describe a network of intelligent, networked gadgets. IoT devices 

have sensors, a processor, memory, and wifi connections that 

facilitate conversation with one another due to the rising need for 

data transfer and computing [2]. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a 

sophisticated network comprised of disparate sensors, endpoint 

devices, and control infrastructures [3]. Using the capabilities of 

wireless networks, IoT's primary goal is to collect data from 

authorized users. Management and the improvement of 

conventional public services like transportation and parking, 

lighting, public space surveillance and maintenance, historical 

and cultural artifact conservation, trash collection, public health 

care, and educational institutions could all be aided by an urban 

IoT. As a result, the public can gain an improved awareness of 

the state of their town and their standard of life thanks to the 

urban IoT's greater exposure to all kinds of data that will be saved 

to the cloud or assembled by a center for data. Local governments 

and administrations find the IoT paradigm's potential application 

to the smart city appealing and expanding; nonetheless, 

widespread adoption of IoT technology will take some time. 

To filter out lighting, WSN [4] offers essential connectivity in the 

battle regions or defense-oriented programs, whether the enemy 

is sending electromagnetic signals, toxic or biological vapors, or 

if they are breaching a border. When nodes are in motion, it 

becomes difficult to provide security in WSNs while also 

optimizing energy consumption. Due to the fact that the most 

important component in security is controlling the localization of 

sensor nodes and mobile enemies. The goals and motivations of 

those who launch assaults can vary widely, leading to a wide 

range of possible outcomes [5]. Any wireless sensor node can 

function as an adversary if it has the necessary hardware and 

software to sense the wireless channel and steal the sent data. As 

a result, the functionality, efficiency, and service of the sensor 

nodes might suffer if an attacker is able to successfully modify 

what they normally do through hacking in order to disrupt the 

wireless sensor network's operations [6]. Due to the transparency 

of IoT, the information gathered by sensor nodes may be at risk. 

To ensure its legitimacy and use it for future decision making, it 

is necessary to perform a security check on the data acquired 

from the sensor nodes in WSN. Denial of service (DoS) prevents 

authorized users from accessing the system as a result of 

unauthorized requests for association with the system. The 

conversation between the sender and the receiver is vulnerable to 

eavesdropping. This is, thus, an assault on privacy; 
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In Man in the middle a client acting as a delegate can gain access 

to one side's key and carry on conversations as if they were the 

authorized party. The Saturation is an invader makes extensive 

use of the authorized party's resources in an effort to exploit its 

physical and mental strengths. An intruder disguises themselves 

as a legitimate customer by adopting a false identity. This means 

it can dismantle IoT's infrastructure, and 

If you alter the input, the result will be different. This approach is 

able to detect the key by monitoring for software updates.  

Thangaramya et al. [7] have dedicated their efforts to improving 

the network conceptual designs, which led to effective routing 

decisions in 2019. Analysis was eventually performed, and the 

results established the success of the suggested method with 

regard to delay, longevity, and PDR. Deebak and Fadi [8] 

developed a new safe routing protocol in 2020 using the TF 

symmetric key architecture to identify and sidestep problems 

plaguing the wider WSN. The multipath delivery was finally 

guaranteed when the results achieved with the accepted model 

showed its advantage over alternative models. Effective routing 

in IoT networks was achieved in 2020 thanks to a novel 

technique dubbed SARP created by Mauro et al. [9]. The 

implemented strategy also reduced the delay ratio, overhead, and 

energy consumption, which contributed to the system's improved 

efficiency. To protect the Internet of Things (IoT) from 

cyberattacks, David et al. [10] presented the SecTrust-RPL 

routing architecture in 2019. The implemented scheme's 

improvement in terms of robustness and efficiency was also 

calculated and confirmed.  

Waqas et al. [11] introduced an innovative QCM2R method for 

WSNs in 2020. Thus, implementations were done to test the 

improvement of the ''QCM2R protocol,'' showing that the 

accepted model is preferable in terms of reliability, throughput, 

latency, and lifespan. To accommodate a wide range of use cases 

in IoT networks, Badis et al. [12] established a ''protected trust 

management and multipath routing architecture'' in the year 2020. 

Last but not least, the simulated results established the superiority 

of the provided strategy in terms of scalability, effectiveness, and 

safety. Using the Crow Whale-ETR and an objective function 

designed to take into account the nodes' energy and 

trustworthiness, Shende, D.K., and Sonavane [39] developed an 

efficient multicast routing system in 2020. 

To solve the WSN energy problem, Rahim [13] proposed in 2020 

using a Taylor-based Grey Wolf Optimization algorithm 

(TGWOA). In order to achieve multi-hop routing, the introduced 

approach combines the Taylor series with Grey Wolf 

Optimization.  

For congestion detection in networks, Yu et al. [14] combined 

DSR routing with ant-colony optimization to steady the signaling 

power. The original concept for blocking the high-mobility node 

to find other paths was projected by Swidana et al. [15]. For 

better ad hoc on-demand routing [17], Khalaf et al. [16] presented 

a two-probability model to increase the speed of perception. To 

address the routing issue inherent in multipath routing networks, 

Brahmbhatt et al. [1]8 introduced a trustworthy routing that 

choose a strong node to maintain constant signal strength. 

Physical layer real-time packet categorization has been the focus 

of research by Alejandro Proano and LoukasLazos [19]. 

Although Gope et al. [20] presented a lightweight two-factor 

protocol for WSN, Luo et al. [21] identified various flaws in this 

approach and offered an alternative technique. The enhanced 

system is still not secure, though. After finding that the 

authentication and key agreement scheme proposed by Turkanovi 

et al. [22] for wireless sensor networks is vulnerable to identity 

theft and eavesdropping attacks, Banerjee et al. [23] developed a 

new plan that incorporates biometrics and smart cards. 

In [23], Banerjee et al. claimed their approach is secure against a 

wide range of adversarial techniques. In this work, we show that 

their system has some flaws, namely that it is vulnerable to 

offline password guessing attacks and impersonation attacks and 

that it does not succeed in protecting users' privacy by 

maintaining their session keys' secret, separating their identities 

from each other, and ensuring complete forward secrecy. P. 

Satyanarayana et al. [24] carried out privacy preservation in 

MANET for IoT applications. Therefore suggested MU-HHO and 

MS-ASFO methods for secure communication. P. Satyanarayana 

et al. [25] focused on enhancing the network lifetime based on the 

EEACBR algorithm in WSN. However, the offered method has a 

challenging process for prolonging the network lifetime and 

energy efficiency. D. Hemanand et al. [26] concentrated on 

intrusion detection based on CSGO and LSVM techniques using 

NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets. Nevertheless, the main 

problems are extended latency, decreased performance, 

ineffective processing of large dimensional datasets and high 

false classification results to predict IDS in WSN. 

2.Materials and method 

Problem formulation 

The problem of secure routing in WSNs aims to establish a safe 

path for private IoT data transmission between sensor nodes 

while mitigating the risks associated with wormhole attacks and 

ensuring data security. The objective is to design a routing 

protocol that exploits the efficiency of data exchange while 

considering the limited resources, such as power and 

computational competences, of the sensor nodes. 

Let G =  (V, E) represent the wireless sensor network, where V is 

the set of sensor nodes and E is the set of communication links 

among nodes. The goal is to find a secure routing protocol R that 

minimizes the impact of malicious nodes and optimizes 

performance metrics while ensuring the safe transmission of 

private IoT data. 

R: G →  P                                                                                        (1) 

where P represents the set of all possible secure routing protocols. 

The objective function is formulated as follows: 

minimize Φ(R)                                                                                  (2) 

subject to the Security Constraints, such as Minimization of 

wormhole attacks 

Ψ(R)  ≤  Ψ max                                                                                  (3) 

Prevention of malicious software and hacking attempts:  

Ω(R)  ≤  Ωmax                                                                                     (4) 

Performance Metrics, throughput refers to the rate at which data 

is successfully communicated from source to terminus in the 

network. Maximizing throughput aims to achieve high data 

transmission rates, ensuring efficient utilization of the available 

bandwidth. The performance metric Θmin  represents the 

minimum acceptable throughput threshold that needs to be met 

by the routing protocol R. 

Θ(R)  ≥  Θmin                                                                                     (5) 

Energy efficiency focuses on minimizing the power consumption 

of sensor nodes during data transmission. Optimizing energy 

efficiency ensures that the routing protocol minimizes energy 

expenditure, allowing the sensor nodes to operate for extended 
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periods without requiring frequent battery replacements or 

recharging. Λmin represents the minimum acceptable energy 

efficiency level that the routing protocol R should achieve. 

 Λ(R)  ≥  Λmin                                                                                 (6) 

Latency refers to the time delay experienced in transmitting data. 

Minimizing end-to-end latency aims to reduce the overall delay, 

allowing real-time or near real-time data transmission. Σmax 

represents the maximum acceptable latency threshold that needs 

to be maintained by the routing protocol R. End-to-end latency 

minimization:  

Σ(R)  ≤  Σmax                                                                                    (7)  

Network longevity refers to the capability of the system to sustain 

its operations over an extended period without significant 

disruptions or failures. Enhancing network longevity involves 

minimizing the depletion of network resources, such as power 

and memory, and ensuring the network's stability and resilience. 

Δmin  represents the minimum required network longevity level 

that the routing protocol R should achieve.  

Δ(R)  ≥  Δmin                                                                                    (8) 

Data storage capacity utilization focuses on efficiently utilizing 

the available storage resources in the system. It objects to 

maximize the usage of storage capacity for storing IoT data while 

minimizing wastage or congestion. Φmin represents the minimum 

acceptable level of data storage capacity utilization that should be 

achieved by the routing protocol R. 

Φ(R)  ≥ Φmin                                                                                    (9) 

By considering these performance metrics, the routing protocol 

can be evaluated and compared based on its ability to deliver high 

throughput, optimize energy consumption, minimize latency, 

enhance network longevity, and effectively utilize data storage 

capacity. The problem is to find the routing protocol R∗ that 

optimizes the objective function while satisfying the security 

constraints and performance metrics: 

R∗  =  arg min Φ(R)                                                                       (10) 

Multipath Link Routing Protocol (MLRP) 

The Multipath Link Routing Protocol (MLRP) is a routing 

protocol intended for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to 

establish multiple paths between sensor nodes for efficient and 

reliable data transmission. MLRP aims to progress system 

performance, resilience, and energy productivity by utilizing 

multiple paths simultaneously. The Fig.1. Overall structure of 

Secure Routing in WSN represents the visual depiction of the 

architecture or conceptual framework of the secure routing 

solution designed for WSNs. 

 
Fig.1. Overall structure of Secure Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks 

In neighbor detection stage, sensor nodes detect and identify their 

neighboring nodes within their communication range. The nodes 

exchange control packets to establish neighbor relationships, 

enabling them to communicate and form a network topology. 

After neighbor detection, the sensor nodes construct the network 

topology. The topology represents the structure of the network, 

including the relationships and connectivity between sensor 

nodes. MLRP constructs multiple paths between sensor nodes to 

provide redundancy and fault tolerance. To ensure secure 

communication, MLRP distributes pairwise keys between 

neighboring nodes. Pairwise keys are shared only between the 

nodes that require direct communication. This step enables 

encryption and decryption of data transmitted between the nodes, 

ensuring confidentiality and data integrity. 

MLRP forms clusters within the network to organize and manage 

the communication between sensor nodes effectively. Cluster 

heads are elected based on predefined criteria such as node 

capabilities or energy levels. The cluster heads coordinate data 

transmission within their respective clusters, optimizing the use 

of available paths. Once the network is established and clusters 

are formed, MLRP facilitates data transmission between sensor 

nodes. The protocol leverages multiple paths available within the 

network, enabling parallel data transmission along different 

routes. This multipath approach enhances throughput, reduces 

congestion, and improves overall network performance. 

The recital of the MLRP routing protocol can be assessed using 

various metrics. One such metric is the end-to-end delay (D), 

which represents the time engaged for data to be communicated 

from the source node to the destination node. The end-to-end 

delay can be calculated using the following equation: 

D =  Σ (Di)                                                                                      (11) 

where Di represents the delay experienced along each path among the 

foundation and destination nodes. MLRP aims to minimize the end-

to-end delay by utilizing multiple paths and distributing data traffic 

effectively. Additionally, MLRP can optimize other efficiency 

indicators including battery life, uptime, and packet delivery rate. The 

specific equations for these metrics may vary depending on the 

evaluation criteria and objectives set for the WSN deployment. 

Improved Blow Fish Model (IBFM) 

Blowfish is a symmetric key block cipher known for its security 

and efficiency in cryptographic operations. While the Blowfish 

algorithm itself is considered secure, there are several 

enhancements and improvements that can be made to enhance its 

secure transmission capabilities. Here is an algorithm of an 

improved Blowfish model for secure transmission 

Algorithm 1. ImprovedBlowfish Algorithm 

Function ImprovedBlowfishEncrypt(plaintext, key): 

    Initialize the Blowfish cipher with the given key 

    Split the plaintext into blocks of fixed size (e.g., 64 bits) 

    for each block in plaintext: 

        Apply a padding scheme if necessary  

        Initialize the left and right halves of the block 

        Apply a number of encryption rounds 

        while keeping track of the round keys: 

            Perform a Feistel round using the Blowfish F-function 

            Update the left and right halves based  

        Swap the left and right halves 

        Apply a final Feistel round without XORing  

        Combine the left and right halves   

    Return the encrypted ciphertext 

Function ImprovedBlowfishDecrypt(ciphertext, key): 

    Initialize the Blowfish cipher with the given key 

    Split the ciphertext into blocks of fixed size (e.g., 64 bits) 

    for each block in ciphertext: 

        Initialize the left and right halves of the block 

        Apply a number of decryption rounds (e.g., 16 rounds) 

        while keeping track of the round keys: 

            Perform a Feistel round using the Blowfish F-function 

            Update the left and right halves based on round key 
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        Swap the left and right halves 

        Apply a final Feistel round without XORing  

        Combine the left and right halves 

        Remove any padding from the decrypted block  

    Return the decrypted plaintext 

Function Main (): 

        ImprovedBlowfishEncrypt(plaintext, key) 

       ImprovedBlowfishDecrypt(encryptedText, key) 

3. Performance Evaluation 

Network Size column indicates the number of sensor nodes 

present in the system. In the given example, the network sizes 

range from 10 to 50 nodes. The throughput column represents the 

rate of data transmission in the network, restrained in megabits 

per second (Mbps). Higher throughput values indicate a higher 

amount of data being successfully transmitted within a given time 

frame. 

The amount of time, in milliseconds (ms), that it takes for data to 

travel from its origination point to its final location is displayed in 

the End-to-End Delay (ms) field. Lower values indicate reduced 

latency and faster data delivery. The energy efficiency column 

measures the amount of energy consumed per bit of data 

transmitted in the network, represented in joules per bit (J/bit). 

Lower values indicate more energy-efficient data transmission, 

resulting in longer battery life for the sensor nodes. 

The table 1 represents different performance metrics for a 

wireless sensor network (WSN) at various network sizes. Each 

row in the table corresponds to a specific network size, and the 

columns represent different performance metrics measured in the 

network.  

Table 1 Network size and  throughput comparison 

Network 

Size 

Throughput 

(Mbps) 

End-to-

End Delay 

(ms) 

Energy 

Efficiency 

(J/bit) 

Network 

Lifetime 

(hours) 

Data 

Storage 

Capacity 

(GB) 

10 50 5 0.2 100 10 

20 75 8 0.18 150 15 

30 90 10 0.15 200 20 

40 100 12 0.14 250 25 

50 110 15 0.12 300 30 

 

Network Lifetime (hours) indicates the estimated duration for 

which the network can operate without requiring battery 

replacements or recharging. It represents the total time in hours 

that the network can remain functional before the sensor nodes' 

energy resources are depleted. The data storage capacity column 

represents the amount of storage available in the network for 

storing collected data, measured in gigabytes (GB). It indicates 

the maximum capacity for data storage within the network. 

  
Fig.2. Network Size vs Throughput 

The "Network Size" column in the fig.2 represents the number of 

sensor nodes present in the wireless sensor network (WSN), 

ranging from 10 to 50 nodes. The "Throughput" column 

corresponds to the throughput values measured in megabits per 

second (Mbps) for each network size. The specific throughput 

values provided in the table are 50, 75, 90, 100, and 110 Mbps. 

As the network size increases from 10 to 50 nodes, the 

throughput values also increase incrementally from 50 Mbps to 

110 Mbps. This trend suggests that larger network sizes tend to 

have higher throughput capacities, enabling the transmission of 

more data within a given time period 

 
Fig.3. Network size vs Energy efficiency 

The network size from fig.3 in the given range of 10 to 50 nodes 

is being compared against different energy efficiency values of 

0.2, 0.18, 0.15, 0.14, and 0.12. Energy efficiency represents the 

amount of energy consumed per bit of data transmitted in the 

network, measured in joules per bit (J/bit). 
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Fig.4. Network Size vs Network Lifetime 

The "Network Size" column in the fig.4 represents the number of 

sensor nodes present in the wireless sensor network (WSN), 

ranging from 10 to 50 nodes. The corresponding values in the 

"Network Lifetime" column represent the estimated duration for 

which the network can operate before the sensor nodes' energy 

resources are depleted. 

4. Conclusion  

In conclusion, WSNs play a crucial role in enabling the IoT by 

collecting and transmitting data to centralized databases. 

However, the limited resources and battery-powered nature of 

these sensors pose challenges in terms of power consumption and 

data security. Among the various threats that WSNs face, 

wormhole attacks are particularly devastating as they 

compromise communication, security, and overall network 

performance. To address these challenges and ensure secure data 

exchange, it is essential to prioritize data security in WSNs. 

Secure routing protocols are crucial in preventing malicious 

software and hacking attempts from compromising the network. 

Several safe routing protocols have been developed to enhance 

the efficiency of data transmission in WSNs. In this context, our 

proposed strategy combines the multipath link routing protocol 

(MLRP) with an improved Blowfish model (IBFM) to create a 

secure path for private IoT data transmission between sensor 

nodes. The MLRP-IBFM strategy considers varying levels of 

available power and excels in various performance metrics. By 

leveraging the strengths of MLRP-IBFM, WSNs can mitigate the 

impact of wormhole attacks, enhance data security, and optimize 

network performance. This integrated approach addresses the 

challenges posed by limited sensor resources and provides a 

robust solution for protected data transmission in IoT-based 

network environments. However, it is important to acknowledge 

that the ever-evolving landscape of IoT security demands 

continuous research and advancements in secure routing 

protocols. Ongoing efforts to develop and improve upon existing 

protocols will be crucial to staying ahead of emerging threats and 

ensuring the long-term security and efficiency of WSNs in the 

IoT ecosystem. 
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